Abstract: The optical model of a National Ignition Facility beamline will be described and illustrated. The complexity ofthe optical design will be evident. The benefits of having an Endto-End optical model will be presented.
Introduction
The National Ignition Facility is a high-power solid-state laser facility being built to satisfy a wide array of user requirements. During the design process, system requirements were developed to meet the user needs. Optics were designed to meet a hierarchy of subsystem and system requirements. An integrated beamline optical model on lens design software has been developed that can verify that the optical design meets the system requirements.
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Master Oscillator Room (MOR) An End-to-End optical model of a NIF beamline has been developed from the individual optical configuration drawings of the subsystems and element drawings. The annotated computer-generated beamline drawing below illustrates that vast distances the beamline covers relative to the apertures (Main Laser lenses are about 41041mm).
The optical model consists of over 500 surfaces positioned in both local and global coordinate systems. Other salient modeling parameters are quantified in the table below. This model is a large database, but only one of 192. One accurate and up-to-date NIF beamline optical model has proved to be invaluable. We are currently working to expand this single model into a suite of models sufficient to address optical issues that arise. Though most of the components are identical on each of the beamlines, the geometry varies from beamline to beamline to distribute 192 amplified beamlines spherically around the target. Other beamline optical models will be constructed as required to validate the mechanical model and address optical issues.
Identified beamline uniqueness sources (occurrences), both mechanical and optical:
. Switchyard (192) S Main Laser Diagnostic Beamsplitter (2) . . Injection Laser System aiming (2) . PABTS vacuum' relay telescope {VRT] (4-7) . PABTS trombone timing (192) 
Summary
The current End-to-End NIF beamline optical model is a living one. Revisions to the beamline database is ongoing both from mechanical and optical considerations. To date the End-to-End optical model has been used to verify the following aspects of a NIF beamline.
. Impact on critical clear apertures in the Master Amplifier for pupil location variation 
